U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10605.28
"For Tomorrow"
Chapter Ten: "The price of the Future"
Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= RESUME MISSION =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
CSO_LtJg_Nelson says:
::Still standing at his console, minding the science things.::
Host SM_Lilia says:
@ACTION: Oblivious to the world around them, Maor and Timrok are trapped in their own minds. They see images of what was and what might be
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The beam from the Gorowac device continues feeding the sun, which threatens to turn to a red giant
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
::in the armory picking up some supplies::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
::follows the FCO:: FCO: You've done this a lot? The killing and the shooting and the hurting?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
CSO: Mr. Nelson, what is happening to that Star?
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::his OPS console starts beeping rapidly::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: In the brig, Ewelin continues sobbing wondering why they keep her there and why her life turned into a mess
Dr_Greene says:
::Sitting in the holodeck, working on his theories, trying to make them practicable::
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
CNS: I was a tactical officer before I got this gig.
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
::goes between the two officers grabbing a phaser rifle and shifting his bat'leth:: CNS/FCO: Him.. well when he gets his chance.. he was a TO before this.. now if you'd hand me that.. ::points to some ammunition::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
::nods::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: On the viewscreen the image of Terlak remains as if he was expecting what the federation will do if he starts a war with the Paior
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::Checks his console:: XO: Sir, the beam seems to be interfering with the fusion reactions in the star. According to my readings, it's accelerating and... ::Looks up:: Will turn nova in about an hour, if the beam continues.
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
::grabs a few more supplies and a med kit::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
CSO: Then we need to find a way of shutting it down.  Any way of disrupting that beam from up here?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
::turns to the viewscreen:: COM: Terlak: Commander, you heard my science officer.  Give me an hour to get my people back from the surface and try and stop that beam, after that you can do whatever you want to these people.
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
XO: The shields will prevent any remote controlling the device, even if we were able to. I'll see what we can come up with.
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::notices a continuous flow of communication between one of the Romulan warbirds and the surface and sends this message to the Captain's Chair for the XO::
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
::grabs the ammo and packs it to his belt:: FCO: Your all suited up... Are we going with a full troop compliment or small scale guerilla attacks?
Host SM_Lilia says:
<Terlak>COM:USS Elara: You have half an hour
Dr_Greene says:
::Reads off his holographic computer screen, taking careful looks up every now and then to see whether progress was visible in the holographic recreation of the Paior::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Com is cut on the Romulan’s side but their "negotiations" with the surface continue
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
::stands silent with a rifle listening to the FCO and CTO::
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
::powers up his hand phaser:: CTO: Call me old fashioned but I think a small surgical strike is in order.
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
::stands and looks irritated:: All: Romulans!
Host SM_Lilia says:
@ACTION: Images of an adult Shane hunt Maor. The "boy" picks him up by the hand and shows him a very altered universe
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: Mr Tar, find out exactly to whom those Romulans are communicating, and see if we can't tap into the signal
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
FCO: Especially if dealing with civilians.. ::looks at the CNS::CNS: You do know you shoot with the pointy edge right?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
::taps his badge:: *FCO*: Lt Sollo, you have 28 minutes to get our Captains back before things start getting nasty, I suggest you hurry
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: Sir, they are communicating with the Primeverate.
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
::looks into the end:: CTO: This one here? ::grins and lowers his weapon again::
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
*XO*: We're on it Commander.
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
::smacks his forehead:: CNS: Yes.. that one genius.. now let's move..
Host SM_Lilia says:
@ACTION: Timrok finds himself in a D'Vor layer. Something of the past?
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
::grins and checks his hand phaser into his belt::
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
CTO/CNS: We've got to move, you guys set?
Host CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ :: isn't liking what he sees ::
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: It appears the signal is encoded in one way: from the Romulans down to the planet. The signal from the planet isn't encoded, but the Primeverate sounds frightened and is making excuses, Sir.
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::Shakes his head a few times to wear of his thoughts and starts working on trying to get access to the Gorowac device remotely.::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: I thought the Primeverate was... get me a channel with the Primeverate
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
::enters the transporter room and sits on one of the pads waiting for the rest::
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: Aye Sir, opening channel. ::hits a few buttons:: XO: Channel opened, on screen.
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
::follows the team::
Host CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ :: A Familiar cold chill runs down his spine as he recognizes his surroundings ::
Dr_Greene says:
::Turns slightly in his seat, then leans back as he stares at the model projection::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
CSO: If you cannot access the device is there anyway of disrupting the beam?  If we put ourselves in the way with our adapted shields...?
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
::checks with the TR chief that he has the co-ordinates and steps up to the Pad:: Chief: Energize.
Host SM_Lilia says:
@ACTION: In Timrok's mind, the creatures are fully stopped, as if frozen or in stasis. There are bodies around, most wearing pieces of Starfleet uniforms
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::Starts calculating the odds of success.::
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#::Rematerializes on the surface of the planet::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::rematerializes on the planet::
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
#::appears on the planet not far from the facility entrance::
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::notices the transport in progress and sets a transporter lock on the AT members::
Host CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ :: sickened by the carnage he is witness to but remains still, trying to piece together the logic of what he sees ::
Host SM_Lilia says:
#ACTION: The guards are back at their posts now that the situation is "normal". There are 10 visible guarding the entrance
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::Presses one more button, studies the results for a moment, then looks up.:: XO: Sir, I do believe it will make a difference if we get in the way of the beam. The shields will not hold very long however and we may experience abnormalities again.
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: Sir, one of the secretaries of the Primeverate informs us that he is busy at the moment.
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::After a short pause.:: XO: I still recommend we shut it down soon. Security codes prevent any remote access to it.
Dr_Greene says:
::Closes his eyes for a moment, sinking away in thought::
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::hears the CSO suggestion:: XO/CSO: Perhaps we can use the deflector dish?
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
# ::watches the guards to try and gauge the routine::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: Could you please inform this "secretary" that this is an urgent matter and that I really need to speak to him...
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::informs the secretary::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::Snarls darkly as he pulls himself away from Shane, with a cautious glance around he begins making his way away from the direction Shane was leading him to::
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#FCO: Smoke wall?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
::ponders:: OPS/CSO: Its just an energy wave, there must be a way to send some sort of pulse through the thing that will shut it down, I doubt the Paior ever counted on something like that happening.  In the meantime make the modifications to the shields, we might not have a choice.
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::messages the secretary we know that the Romulans are talking to him but this is of higher importance::
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::looks over to the OPS officer.:: XO/OPS: We should be careful where we redirect it to. If it ends up in another star... we're having an even larger problem.
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
#CTO: doesn't give us enough time... smoke clears in 5 minutes and leaves a canister. However... if we light a fire in these bushes...
Host SM_Lilia says:
@ACTION: Shane takes Maor through a planet with twisted skies and ground. The horizon is a whirlwind instead of a line. Then it all changes and Maor is back on the Elara. On the bridge with Captain Wall in command
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#FCO: Tear gas then? I hope you all brought your masks..
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: I'm working on the shield modifications and I'll co-ordinate with mister Nelson to find a way to terminate the beam, if he agrees.
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#CTO: Why something so dramatic? We can create a distraction. ::points to a nearby vehicle::
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::nods in agreement with the OPS and starts calculating himself.::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
CSO/OPS: Sounds good, try and find a moon or something to target, anything that doesn't contain or is near civilization
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
::looks at the CNS:: CNS: You remind me of myself... ok genius.. it's your plan so you just offered yourself volunteer
Dr_Greene says:
::Looks at the model again, still seeing no difference whatsoever::
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::Starts scanning for inhabitable planets and moons.::
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
#CTO: Why don't we just stun them all?
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#CTO: Alright...first, we need to settle on a plan. I suggest leading the guards away, fire some shots then take off in a vehicle....still, I have no idea how to operate it.
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#FCO: We'll have them on max alerting the facility before we even get past the entrance
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::accesses the database of ship's systems status and notices the alteration of the deflector dish and sends that in a message to the Science Station and Captain's Chair::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: Is the Primeverate still ignoring our hails?
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::Receives the message from OPS and takes that in to account with his own calculations. In his turn he sends whatever he has on the beam, moons and planets to the OPS console.::
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
#CTO/CNS: There... ::points to a gap left by 2 patrols moving away from each other:: ...Every 4 and a half minutes... we could get in that way.
Host SM_Lilia says:
<FCO Lost>::drums his fingers on the helm, impatient with the waiting::
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: I told the secretary this was of utmost urgency, but I haven't got any response. If you'll allow me I'll interfere the Romulan signal and open communications to the Primeverate directly.
Dr_Greene says:
::Gets up from his chair and starts pacing the holodeck::
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#CNS/FCO: Time's a wasting... now or never ::runs for the clearing::
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::notices the incoming message from the CSO and starts to calculate how the beam should be reflected not to hit any planets etc::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#CTO: Soldiers...::shakes his head::
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
#::stands and stuns the guard either side of the CTO's path and runs after him::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The guards take notice of the team a moment too late. They get into positions to fire, except one that goes inside
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: No, if they want to ignore us then fine.  We will just ignore them when they want something ::sits in his chair and ponders::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::fires his rifle on a stun setting, wide setting::
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::nods and frowns::
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#::runs around the conflict area thru some thick bushes and high grass and arrives near the entrance door::
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
#::reaches the CTO:: CTO: Looks like I overestimated these guys.
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
CSO: Pick one Mr. Nelson and make the necessary calculations, once done give the flight data to the helm.
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#All: A diversion would have helped, yes?
Host SM_Lilia says:
#ACTION: The guard's weapons and training are not very accurate so soon the AT has subdued them. But a door remains in their path
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::lowers his rifle and looks around:: All: Well they know we are here by now....we need to get inside and quick.
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#FCO: That was easy.. they know where here so... now it gets even easier... ::pulls out some tricobalt explosives from his pack:: I have a favorite saying.. "C4... knocking at your door" ::plants the explosives::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#CTO: C4?
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::Finds a suitable moon closer to one of the other planets, which should be in a perfect position.:: XO/OPS: I... I have chosen a moon to the far end of the outer planet. I've put in the coordinates... This... should work I think.
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#CNS: It's an..er..nevermind 3..2...1 CLEAR! ::stands around the corner of the entrance and triggers the explosives::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::shuts his eyes::
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
#CNS: Search them... see if there's a... never mind. ::takes cover::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
::stands up:: CSO: Looks good to me, lets see if we can buy our away team a few more minutes
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::nods::
Dr_Greene says:
::Takes a seat again and starts tapping the keys again as he had an idea that might work::
Host SM_Lilia says:
#ACTION: The explosives do their job and the door is no more. And smoke dominates the area for a few moments ...
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
FCO: Mr Lost, set course into that energy beam, ease us in slow...
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::keeps track of the shields::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::raises his rifle and gets into position::
Host SM_Lilia says:
<FCO Lost>::opens his eyes wide but says nothing and starts moving the Elara::
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#FCO/CNS: Move! ::dashes thru the smoldering wreck of the door inside the complex::
Host SM_Lilia says:
#ACTION: As the dust settles dozens of guards pour out of the building
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: Divert everything you can to the shields, and as soon as they look like failing let us know and we will get out of the beam.
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: Aye Sir.
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::jumps behind a brush and prepares to fire::
FCO_LtJG_Sollo says:
@::presses himself flat against the wall::
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#::arms a psionic stun grenade and tosses it inside::
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::reroutes all available power to the shields, including holodeck and holosuites power::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The Elara gently moves towards the beam and deflects it from the star to a nearby moon
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: Shields are holding.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTON: The moon starts being metamorphosed in appearence but looks otherwise stable
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::Looks up from his console, waiting for grass to grow upon it again.::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
CSO: Monitor that moon Mr Nelson, if things start looking... strange then we may need to target something else...
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Here and there flowers pop up on the bridge and tea pots flow but nothing major
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: Shields down to 80% but holding. Radiation leakage detected. Emergency containment fields in place.
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: Let me know if it reaches danger levels.
Host SM_Lilia says:
#ACTION: The grenade explodes inside and no more guards come out of it but outside a few remain and the CTO is hit in the left arm
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: Containment is holding.
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
CSO: What is happening to the Star?
Host SM_Lilia says:
<make that FCO>
Dr_Greene says:
::Looks up for a moment, then turns back to his typing::
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::Keeps monitoring the moon and runs a scan on the star.::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::fires a stun shot, one after another::
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#::holds his left arm glad it isent his shooting arm and continues inside the facility:: CNS: Are you done yet?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
::ponders:: CSO/OPS: This device must have some sort of emitter, if we hit it with a phaser burst what is the likely outcome?
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#CTO: For now. ::stands up and runs inside::
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::Looks up from his console:: XO: The star seems stable for now sir. It will not turn nova for another million years or so. Give or take a couple of years. ::Tries to smile.::
Host SM_Lilia says:
#ACTION: The path to the inside looks clear for now
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: It most probably would create a enormous explosion as it produces a huge amount of energy. But most probably the device is shielded.
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
::shakes his head at the CSO:: CSO: I was hoping for a more accurate assessment Mr. Nelson ::smiles::
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#continues down the corridor:: CNS: Where are they? Make use of that tricorder you got.. I’ll cover the area
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::opens his tricorder and starts scanning for life forms.....then decides he's not too fond of his partner::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: But the people outside the device are not ::rubs his chin:: We will have to leave that as the last resort
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: What is the status of the away team?  Are they inside the device yet?
Dr_Greene says:
::Looks over his shoulder at the door for a moment, then back at his model::
CSO_LtJG_Nelson says:
::Looks amused and thinks to himself.:: Self: Maybe next time sir... maybe next time.
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::console starts beeping again:: XO: Sir, two Romulans away teams beamed down to the surface. One team near the Primeverate office and the other near the device. The latter is moving.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: On the Holodeck, Greene is surprised by a flying blue cow, which obviously was not part of the original program
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#CTO: No guards anywhere close, but I’m seeing a large area approximately 500meters in front of us.
Dr_Greene says:
::Frowns as he finds a blue cow flying along the holodeck, behind his model:: Self: What the....
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: Damn, our time is up.  Contact our away team, tell them to hurry up, they have Romulans on their tails.
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#::notices the FCO on the ground behind him:: Self: arrgh.. i knew it... COM:USS Elara: *OPS* This is Starbuck.. beam our lovely FCO out of here into sickbay
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: There is your away team already over the com.
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#CNS: That should be the main area.. let's go.. ::runs slightly slower due to his wound::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#CTO: Let me take point, you are injured. ::runs after him::
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::initiates a emergency transport to sickbay, consequently informing sickbay of incoming wounded::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
*CTO*: Understood Lt ::nods to OPS to do so:: You may want to hurry up down there, there is a Romulan away team nearing your location and I doubt they are there for a social visit
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
<Flying Blue Cow> ::Does a few fancy circles around the fine doctor before landing a few meters away from him, with a quick turn around she turns to glance at the direction of the doctor:: Dr: Moo.
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#CNS: Be my guest.. but I’m only letting you do this since i like you.. not because I’m wounded or anything.. lets move
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: Mister Sollo is in sickbay.
Dr_Greene says:
*Bridge*: Greene to bridge... Is everything still going alright? I am seeing a blue cow in the middle of the holodeck here...
Dr_Greene says:
::Looks at the cow and frowns::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::frowns:: CTO: Please, let's keep this purely professional. ::grins and takes point while raising his rifle::
Host SM_Lilia says:
@ACTION: For a moment Timrok can return to reality and see Klamca and his security officer working in the device. They seem somewhat frustrated. But the captain soon returns to the inside of his own mind
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::frowns:: Self: A blue cow?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: Very good, shield status?
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: Shields are holding at 78%.
Host CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@:: struggles Momentarily as he has his short period of lucidity but it is in vain ::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
<Flying Blue Cow> ::With a frown, or least the cow version of a frown she begins making her way towards the direction of the doctor:: Dr: Actually, a flying blue cow. Um. Moo. ::Pauses near the doctor::
Dr_Greene says:
::Continues frowning at the cow::
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#CNS: We should be there.. beyond this door ::opens it::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::keeps scanning with his tricorder, trying to see inside:: CTO: Let's see what's inside.
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
<Flying Blue Cow> Dr: Didn't your mother tell you that it's rude to stare? ::She playfully pushes the doctor with her head:: Now, how about a nice cup of tea?
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
*Greene*: Tar here, the ship currently is in a beam coming from the planets surface. Perhaps the blue cow is a side effect of the beam.
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::continues:: *Greene*: We have flowers and floating tea pots over here.
Host SM_Lilia says:
#ACTION: Obviously the door is closed and shielded. But there is a panel on the side
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::looks at the panel:: CTO: Cover me.
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#CNS: Well that didn’t work.. the controls are locked.. and I’m out of explosives
Dr_Greene says:
::Sighs and looks at the cow still:: Cow: Tea?
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
::checks for the transporter lock on the AT still in place and runs continuous scans for the captain's bio sign::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::knocks on the door heavily with the butt of his rifle:: CTO: All we got.
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#::sits with his wounded arm on the side of the door and with his weapon pointing to the corridor::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
<Flying Blue Cow> Dr: Isn't it tea time? ::Shakes her head with annoyance, some people had no manners at all. With a sigh she grabs the doctor's coat sleeve and swings him up in the air, with a quick leap she followed suit positioning herself below the doctor and catching him on her back:: I suggest you hang on.
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#CTO: Alright, that didn't work...let's see. ::starts scanning the panel::
Dr_Greene says:
*OPS*: Copy that... ::Still looking at the cow:: Cow: I am afraid tea is in the messha... ::Is suddenly flying through the air and finds himself on top of the cow moments later::
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#CNS: And i had high hopes for you.. ::smirks then squints while his wound hurts::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#CTO: Not even I can force open a duran......hey wait. ::looks at the readouts::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
<Flying Blue Cow> Dr: Very well, to the mess hall! Mooooooooo! ::Flies towards the holodeck doors, she flies past it and begins navigating the corridors::
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#CTO: Well well, miracles still happen. There is a secondary relay still open here...someone has hacked into this system before and left the evidence.
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#CNS: Well open it then..
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::starts scanning for DNA residue:: CTO: Trying.
Dr_Greene says:
::Holds on to the cow's horns as she runs through the corridors:: Self: This is crazy...
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::grins:: All: Thank you Mr. Maor. ::pushes a button on his tricorder:: CTO: This should do it.
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#CNS: After you... they might be expecting us ...
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::waits for the door to open up and holds his rifle steady::
Host SM_Lilia says:
#ACTION: The door and the shield go down. Porter and Starbuck surprise Klamca and his security officer who quickly pick up weapons
Host SM_Lilia says:
@#ACTION: But before they know it, Romulans flood the room and secure the area.
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::takes point and fires::
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#::fires a quick succession of small bursts to cover fire:: CNS: Get the captain
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The beam stops but the cow and the flower remain. CIV and CO wake up to a room filled with Romulans
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: I lost transporter lock on the away team, they are in a shielded area.
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::stands, his rifle aimed at the contingent of Romulans::
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: And the beam has stopped.
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
#::Curses as he slowly comes to his senses, as he slowly opens his eyes he begins noticing the new arrivals::
CTO_Lt_Starbuck says:
#::shoots another burst and aims for the security officer:: Klamca: Surrender... you have no chance..
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: Then lets hope they have completed their mission
OPS_LtJG_Tar says:
XO: I hope so too. Running continuous scans for their bio signs, Sir.
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::walks around the room coming closer to the Captain:: Romulans: We have no quarrel here..
Host CO_Capt_Timrok says:
@ :: Shakes his head as he figures out where he is ::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
<Flying Blue Cow> Dr: Um, I suggest you hold on. I can't seem to be able to sto.. ::Lands rather awkwardly on the mess hall floor:: Bugger. Ow.
Host SM_Lilia says:
<Romulan commander>CNS: none at all. We take what is ours, you take what is yours
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
OPS: Can you get a com signal to them?
CNS_Ens_Porter says:
#::nods:: Romulan: Thank you. ::lowers his rifle and helps the Captain with his restraints::
Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= END MISSION =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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